Voice & Automation
Discover how Voiteq’s portfolio of
intelligent voice solutions work
alongside automation.

Voice & Automation
Non-Integrated Voice
Voice can be used to complement an automated system without integration.
Our customers have effectively used voice to pick products that feed
sortation systems, pick products alongside conveyor systems, and to
remove products from sortation chutes - all without integration or changing
the existing automation workﬂow.

Integrated Voice
No matter what your operational requirements are, Voiteq’s voice integration
methods are ﬂexible enough to work with any automation system. Our
customers have effectively used voice to update their automation control
systems with real-time information, such as stock movements, stock
outages and to ensure totes can be re-routed to alternative locations.

Voice Guided Process
By voice guiding an operator to complete a task accurately, any goods
supplied to an automation system will be correct and in the right location at
the right time. Ensuring your automation system is always functioning as
effectively as possible.

Sortation
Our voice solutions can gather and prepare products ready for your
sortation system, ensuring accuracy and conformity, reducing the number of
errors your sorter might encounter and speeding up your entire operation.

Conveyors
Our voice systems can solve major challenges associated with automated
conveyor systems, such as being restricted to only being able to pick one
order into one tote. With our system we can enable multi-order picking into
the same tote, increasing conveyor capacity, throughput and productivity.

Interleaving
Process interleaving is simple to achieve when using our voice system.
Operatives can switch seamlessly between functions such as picking and
replenishment at the appropriate time. For example, when a tote arrives on a
conveyor containing products to be put away into a pick location the
operator can carry out the replenishment and then return to the pick
function when complete.

Headquartered in the UK and with ofﬁces
throughout Europe and North America,
Voiteq is part of international technology
group Körber.
With over 18 years’ experience of
voice-directed solutions, Voiteq offers
logistics expertise helping operations
improve business operations, enhance user
experience and support industry growth.
More information: www.voiteq.com

